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the credit fund (the “Master Fund”).  Investors can be 
limited partners in this entity or can access the fund via 
feeder funds and/or parallel partnerships;

■	 the	general	partner	of	the	Master	Fund	which	is,	usually,	
also the general partner of any other partnerships forming 
the fund and, in a European-focused fund (as above), a 
Luxembourg limited liability company;

■	 an	 alternative	 investment	 fund	 manager,	 which	 will	
provide	regulated	services	to	the	Master	Fund	and	which	
will usually delegate to a portfolio manager or investment 
advisor (as described below); and

■	 the	 manager	 of	 the	 fund	 (the	 “Portfolio Manager”), 
ordinarily based in another jurisdiction, charged with 
providing the Issuer and the other entities comprising the 
fund with investment advisory and/or portfolio manage-
ment services such as acquisition, monitoring, disposal 
and replacement of investments (or recommending the 
same) under a portfolio management/investment advisory 
agreement.		The	use	of	an	AIFM	in	the	jurisdiction	of	the	
Master	 Fund	with	 delegation	 to	 the	UK-based	Portfolio	
Manager	has	been	the	preferred	route	to	address	the	loss	
of passporting rights as part of Brexit.

As noted above, the Issuer is an SPV and so will require 
various services in order to perform its role under the transac-
tion.  A warehouse origination transaction will normally involve 
roles common to most securitisation structures, such as a corpo-
rate services provider, cash manager and servicer providing 
the requisite corporate, administration, collection and cash 
management services for the Issuer.  However, unlike asset-
backed securities (“ABS”) transactions, it might be the case that 
certain functions are provided by the fund’s administrator (such 
as corporate services and cash management) rather than enti-
ties that typically provide those services in the public securitisa-
tion markets.  In addition, servicing is potentially split between 
the fund administrator and, to a lesser extent, the Portfolio 
Manager.	

Financing
Traditionally, fund-level leverage has involved a loan from insti-
tutions regularly engaged in fund finance.  Whilst that would be 
a secured loan and would ordinarily be fairly restrictive in rela-
tion to the fund’s operations, it will not, for example, be struc-
tured to the standard of a rated ABS deal.  In contrast, credit 
fund warehouse origination facilities generally adopt a structure 
that is based on ABS technology and frequently have regard to 
rating agency methodology.  

In a warehouse origination facility, the Issuer will either issue 
senior notes to one or more banks under a note purchase agree-
ment (the “Noteholders”) or borrow loans from one or more 

Introduction
The dramatic increase in investor appetite for credit funds since 
the financial crisis, driven by poor returns from bank deposits 
and other traditional forms of financing as well as investors 
seeking higher yields on fixed income instruments, is well docu-
mented.  Credit funds in Europe were traditionally limited to 
money market funds, which invested in commercial paper and 
other high-grade instruments, but the recent surge of interest 
in credit funds has resulted in fund managers investing across 
a	diverse	range	of	asset	classes	including	leveraged	loans,	SME	
loans, consumer credit and commercial real estate loans and 
more esoteric assets such as ship finance and synthetic securiti-
sation.  There is also an established trend of credit funds using 
permanent leverage to enhance returns and it is now common-
place for lenders to provide credit funds with asset-backed ware-
house origination facilities which they will use to originate or 
acquire portfolios of the loans listed above. 

The composition of the borrowing base (the receivables 
against which the lenders will advance funds) is integral to 
the operation of warehouse origination facilities.  There are 
well-established eligibility criteria, largely taken, or adapted, 
from	 CLO	 or	 RMBS	 warehouse	 transactions	 (although	 the	
criteria will, of necessity, reflect the relevant asset class in which 
the credit fund invests).  They are heavily negotiated to ensure 
that they are aligned with the fund’s investment strategy and the 
evolution of the market in which the fund invests.

This chapter discusses the basic structure of credit fund ware-
house origination facilities and considers some of the main 
negotiating points.

Structure
The structure of a typical credit fund is as follows:

The entities involved in the structure are:
■	 an	 asset-holding	 company,	 which	 advances	 the	 loans	 to	

be made by the fund.  This is ordinarily a newly estab-
lished special purpose vehicle.  This vehicle (the “Issuer”) 
issues notes to the senior finance provider and to its parent 
(discussed below) and usually qualifies as a Luxembourg 
securitisation vehicle or equivalent in another jurisdic-
tion.  The Issuer might instead enter into a loan facility 
rather than a note issuance for its senior funding but if it 
is a Luxembourg securitisation vehicle it will need to issue 
notes to its parent (see below);

■	 the	parent	of	the	asset-holding	company,	which	is	usually	
(but not always) a limited partnership based in a juris-
diction that is favourable to its investors; frequently 
Luxembourg for a European-focused fund.  This entity 
is the main investment vehicle for all entities comprising 
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is ultimately to the assets originated by the fund.  The make-up 
of	 the	 borrowing	 base	 forms	 the	 substance	 of	 the	 Facility	
Providers’ credit decision.  The characteristics of the borrowing 
base are even more important to the functioning of a revolving 
warehouse origination facility because a new decision to lend 
needs to be taken at the end of each interest period.
The	Issuer’s	(and	Portfolio	Manager’s)	primary	concern	is,	of	

course, to ensure that the receivables that form the borrowing 
base are as extensive as possible in order to be able to borrow the 
maximum amount of money allowed under the facility docu-
ments.  In addition, it is vitally important to a fund’s compet-
itive advantage in its target market that it can offer as broad a 
range	of	 lending	products	as	possible.	 	The	Facility	Providers,	
in comparison, are motivated to restrict the type of receiva-
bles which can form the borrowing base to those of the highest 
credit quality and, ideally, to ensure homogeneity given that 
their recourse is ultimately to those receivables.  The eligibility 
criteria and concentration limits (discussed below), which deter-
mine the composition of the borrowing base, are therefore the 
main source of negotiation in putting together this form of 
facility.  The eligibility criteria which generally receive the most 
attention in the negotiation are: 
■	 the	 types	 of	 receivable	 which	 could	 be	 originated	 or	

acquired by the Issuer.  This goes to the heart of the 
lending strategy of the fund and encompasses the type 
of instrument (e.g. loan, lease, etc.) to which the Issuer is 
permitted to be party, the leverage multiple that the Issuer 
can offer to its borrowers and the type of financing struc-
ture that the Issuer can be party to with its borrowers and 
the borrowers’ other creditors.

 Given the continuing evolution of funds’ investment strat-
egies and their search for a competitive edge, this crite-
rion is usually significantly negotiated.  In the leveraged 
loan context, significant time might be spent agreeing 
what each party intends by the terms senior secured, 
subordinated and second lien.  The structural changes 
to the unitranche product, which are the mainstay of the 
direct lending fund’s arsenal, directly impact this criterion 
because those changes have, in the main, been focused 
on the ranking of the loan and the capital structure of 
the underlying borrowers.  In the residential mortgage 
context, time might equally be taken up by, among other 
things, restricting the type of borrowers to which mort-
gages can be advanced and how their credit is assessed and 
the ranking of the mortgage loans/whether any other debt 
can be secured on the mortgage property; 

■	 in	 relation	 to	 direct	 lending	 funds	 and	 commercial	 real	
estate funds, transferability (i.e. that the receivable may be 
owned by and freely transferred by the Issuer).  This crite-
rion needs to be considered carefully in light of financial 
sponsors’ focus on the identity of the potential transferees 
of the loans made by the Issuer (to portfolio companies of 
those	sponsors).		The	Facility	Providers	require	certainty	
that the receivables in the borrowing base can be freely 
transferred	should	there	be	a	need	to	enforce	the	Facility	
Providers’ security over those receivables and realise value 
by selling the receivables in the secondary loan market.  
In contrast, a sponsor will usually seek to restrict poten-
tial transferees by reference to “white” or “black” lists 
of permitted or restricted transferees.  There is usually a 
resulting compromise of providing for a certain minimum 
number of transferees on a “white list” or allowing for a 
“black list”; 

■	 restriction	on	further	advances,	revolving	loans	or	multi-
draw term loans being included in the borrowing base.  
The	Facility	Providers	are	likely	to	be	concerned	that	the	

banks under a senior loan facility (the “Lender” and, together 
with the Noteholders, the “Facility Providers”).  The note 
purchase, or senior facility, agreement is likely to be based on 
similar terms and adopt a similar structure to warehouse facil-
ities used preparatory to asset-backed securitisations.  Credit 
fund managers in the direct lending market have pushed for 
these	 agreements	 to	 follow	 Loan	 Market	 Association	 (the	
“LMA”) provisions in order to ensure consistency across their 
funds but also to reflect the terms of the loans the fund will 
itself	be	making.	 	Facilities	for	other	credit	fund	strategies	are	
often provided on bespoke terms.

The Issuer will also issue subordinated loan notes to the 
Master	Fund	under	a	loan	note	issuance	programme	established	
by the Issuer.  The subordinated funding is usually governed 
by Luxembourg law and based on similar terms to many other 
Luxembourg securitisation vehicle note issuances representing, 
in essence, shareholder funding.  If a Luxembourg securitisa-
tion vehicle is not being used, the subordinated funding can be 
a more straightforward intra-group loan but will normally be 
governed by the law of the jurisdiction of establishment of the 
Issuer	or	Master	Fund	(rather	than,	for	example,	English	law).

Perhaps the biggest distinction between a credit fund ware-
house origination facility and a typical warehouse facility is the 
origination aspect and the tenor of the facility.  A typical ware-
house would ordinarily be established to finance loans that 
have already been made and are being sold to the Issuer by an 
originating entity preparatory to a term and/or public securi-
tisation	 refinancing.	 	For	 a	warehouse	origination	 facility,	 the	
emphasis is predominately on the Issuer originating assets itself 
(subject to the discussion below on risk retention) rather than 
acquiring funded loans.  Accordingly, the speed at which a fund 
can draw on its facility is likely to be of prime concern to the 
Portfolio	Manager	so	 that	 they	can	ensure	speed	of	execution	
in the deployment of the fund’s capital.  That being said, it is 
also common for credit funds to combine a warehouse origina-
tion facility with an equity bridge (or subscription line) facility.  
Where these two facilities are used in tandem, the Issuer will 
effectively draw on the warehouse origination facility in order to 
refinance debt borrowed under that bridge facility.  In addition, 
the warehouse origination facility is frequently a medium-term 
financing solution for the fund (or indeed a permanent solution 
for shorter tenor assets) with no prospect of an ABS take out.

Security
As	one	would	expect,	the	Facility	Providers	are	granted	security	
over all of the assets of the Issuer (principally being the lever-
aged,	SME,	consumer,	commercial	real	estate,	or	other	asset	class	
loans originated, or acquired, by the Issuer together with any 
cash in the bank account(s) of the Issuer).  In addition, reflecting 
the	structure	of	the	transaction	as	a	fund,	the	Facility	Providers	
frequently receive security over the subordinated funding from 
the	Master	Fund.		The	intention	behind	this	is	that	the	Facility	
Providers have indirect access to the uncalled capital commit-
ments	 of	 the	 investors	 in	 the	Master	 Fund	by	 calling	 on	 that	
subordinated	funding	and	having	the	Master	Fund,	in	turn,	call 
on its investors.  Over time, as the uncalled capital commitments 
of the investors are reduced, the underlying assets of the Issuer 
will	form	the	main	recourse	for	the	Facility	Providers.

Borrowing Base
The borrowing base, i.e. the portfolio of receivables in respect 
of	which	the	Facility	Providers	are	prepared	to	advance	amounts	
under the warehouse origination facility is, as one would 
expect, fundamental to any form of financing where recourse 
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■	 in	 the	 case	 of	 direct	 lending	 funds:	 receivables	 in	 any	
single type of industry.  The negotiation in this area stems 
from the investment strategy of the fund/manager.  It is 
customary for concentration limits by industry to be refer-
enced	to	the	Moody’s	Industry	Classification	(which	forms	
one	of	the	bases	of	Moody’s	credit	rating	of	public	CLO	
transactions).  Therefore, it is necessary to agree revised 
limits for any specific sectors which a fund invests in 
disproportionately to other sectors, based ultimately (as 
above) on the investment strategy of the fund and its 
manager;

■	 receivables,	collateral	security	or	obligors,	governed	by	the	
law or located in a particular country or group of coun-
tries.  As with the first point above, if a fund/manager has 
a focus on a specific country or set of countries, there will 
need to be a greater concentration limit for those coun-
tries.		Separately,	in	the	context	of	consumer	credit,	Facility	
Providers might be concerned to ensure that the relevant 
collateral security is not overly concentrated in particular 
regions.  Similarly, that obligors are predominately located 
in the same country as the governing law of the receivable 
or that they are not resident in certain jurisdictions;

■	 for	 direct	 lending	 funds,	 receivables	 where	 the	 under-
lying borrower did not have an EBITDA that exceeded 
a certain agreed level.  As with the equivalent eligibility 
criterion (mentioned above), this concentration limit goes 
to the heart of the fund’s/manager’s investment strategy 
(i.e. the sector of the market in which the Issuer will lend) 
and so this is a straight commercial negotiation as to what 
the	Facility	Providers	would	accept	as	the	greater	part	of	
the borrowing base; and

■	 to	some	extent	tied	to	the	previous	point	but	more	related	
to consumer credit funds: creditworthiness of the obli-
gors.  Particularly in the context of non-prime consumer 
credit, there will be a degree of focus on the credit scores 
(in a general sense) of the obligors, both defining what 
low creditworthiness comprises and also placing limits on 
certain sub-sections of those lower creditworthy obligors.

Advance Rate
Whilst the combination of the borrowing base and the concen-
tration	limits	determine	what	assets	the	Facility	Providers	will	
lend	against,	the	amount	that	the	Facility	Providers	will	advance	
against those assets is determined by the advance rate.  As one 
would expect, it is customary for different advance rates for 
different types of receivables to be included.  Receivables that are 
perceived as having a lower credit risk from a legal perspective, 
such as receivables of a higher ranking, have a higher advance 
rate than receivables that are perceived as having a higher credit 
risk such as subordinated receivables.  The level of each advance 
rate is solely a commercial negotiation point, albeit that there 
can be some discussion as to a sub-set of receivables having a 
greater or lower advance rate to reflect leverage levels or ranking 
of those receivables. 

Risk Retention
The commitment under any structure similar to that described 
above is likely to be classified as a securitisation for the 
purposes	 of	Regulation	 (EU)	 2017/2402	 (the	 “Securitisation 
Regulation”).  As a result, the parties to the transaction will 
need to ensure that a qualifying retaining entity will hold on an 
ongoing basis a “material net economic interest” in the securi-
tisation of not less than 5 per cent (the “Minimum Retained 

Issuer would be unable to generate an ongoing commit-
ment to advance amounts to borrowers.  The concern 
stems from the Issuer being an SPV which does not have 
the ability to provide further advances or to operate a 
revolving or multi-draw facility in the same manner as a 
bank would, both from the perspective of having the avail-
able funds to satisfy the lending obligation and the staff to 
manage requests for further drawings.  Whilst the exclu-
sion of further advances and revolving loans is a common 
one in these types of facilities, it can be argued that, in 
the context of direct lending fund facilities, a multi-draw 
facility should be permitted on the basis that there are 
likely to be a limited number of future drawdowns and the 
lending vehicle would simply need to demonstrate that it 
has sufficient resources to support the entire commitment 
under that multi-draw facility;

■		 categorisation	of	a	receivable	as	“defaulted”	and	the	extent	
to which it is eligible.  Receivables with respect to which 
non-payment and certain other events of default have 
occurred will not form part of the borrowing base.  The 
circumstances in which non-payment results in ineligi-
bility and the categories of events of default that render 
a receivable “defaulted” are therefore a key area for nego-
tiation.  In the context of consumer credit, there will be 
significant discussion of the level of payment arrears and 
when they should trigger ineligibility.  This will be tied to 
the specific asset class and whether, for example, it is first 
charge or second charge, prime or non-confirming.

	 For	 a	 direct-lending	 fund	 and	 a	 commercial	 real	 estate	
fund, the events of default are usually defined by refer-
ence	 to	 the	LMA	form	of	 leveraged	facilities	agreement.		
Specifically, the events of default include: (i) non-payment; 
(ii) unlawfulness and invalidity; (iii) insolvency; and (iv) 
repudiation together with cross acceleration in relation to 
senior or pari passu indebtedness.  It is customary to refer-
ence these events to their occurrence under the underlying 
loan instrument but lenders can insist on including the 
events of default in the warehouse origination facility such 
that if an event of that type occurs, regardless of its exist-
ence in the underlying loan instrument, it would render the 
receivable defaulted and ineligible; and

■	 additional	criteria,	which	will	be	negotiated	on	a	case-by-
case	basis	to	reflect	the	fund’s/Portfolio	Manager’s	invest-
ment strategy, including:
■	 for	direct	lending	funds:	the	required	enterprise	value	of	

the borrowers; the minimum EBITDA of the borrowers; 
the minimum equity in the underlying transactions; and

■	 for	consumer	credit	funds:	the	types	of	borrower;	the	
types of underlying collateral; and the creditworthi-
ness of the borrowers.

Excess Concentrations
Tied to the borrowing base composition is the question of 
diversification of the receivables.  Whilst the eligibility criteria 
will govern the type of receivable that can form part of the 
borrowing base, lenders are also concerned about the poten-
tial for concentration of assets to develop.  This concentration 
could lead, through the aggregation in the borrowing base, to an 
amplification of the effects of any risks to the underlying obli-
gors.  Consequently, certain concentration limits are included in 
these types of transactions to prevent the borrowing base being 
too exposed to certain types of receivable.  Examples of concen-
tration limits which receive a significant amount of negotiation 
include:
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Current Issues
The use of leverage by managers of credit funds, particularly 
those operating in the middle-market, is an established trend.  
This has been driven both by the need to diversify fund terms 
and activity levels in this market but also by the extent to which 
the underlying assets, leverage loans, consumer loans and mort-
gage loans, are readily capable of gearing by forming a borrowing 
base for warehouse origination facilities, in loan or note format.

Whilst warehouse and/or warehouse origination facilities 
preparatory	to	CLO	and	RMBS	have	been	the	greater	share	of	
the market to date, increasingly managers of real estate, consumer 
finance and private equity are looking to lever their fund strat-
egies.  Accordingly, there is scope for significant growth in the 
number and range of fund managers using this form of financing.

Conclusion
The architecture of the warehouse origination facility described 
above has a significant amount in common with traditional 
ABS warehouse facilities and more straightforward lending 
on borrowing base terms.  However, care needs to be taken in 
relation to the interaction between the fund structure and the 
typical requirements of a securitisation.  As can be seen from 
the above, this is particularly the case in the context of the risk 
retention requirements imposed both on the financial insti-
tutions providing leverage and the manager as well as, in the 
future, any other entity involved in establishing the facility.

Interest”).  The Securitisation	 Regulation	 requires	 Facility	
Providers (where they are “institutional investors” under the 
Securitisation Regulation) to verify on an ongoing basis that 
the	qualifying	retaining	entity	continues	to	hold	the	Minimum	
Retained Interest and it also requires the reporting entity to 
provide	 information	 to	 Facility	 Providers	 about	 the	 retained	
interest on a quarterly basis.  A failure to comply with the risk 
retention requirements set out in the Securitisation Regulation 
may result in administrative sanctions and remedial measures, 
including pecuniary sanctions.

It is therefore necessary to agree, in a risk retention letter or 
other transaction documents, that a relevant entity (or entities) 
will	retain	the	risk/exposure	described	above.		More	frequently	
than not, the retained interest for an ABS transaction is held by 
a corporate entity.  In a fund structure, consideration needs to be 
given to the appropriate entity to hold the retained interest.  In 
this context, thought will need to be given to the correct entity 
which will provide the relevant undertakings and representa-
tions on behalf of a fund, such as the fund’s general partner or its 
manager (although the latter is likely to be commercially unac-
ceptable for most managers).  In addition, the ownership struc-
ture of a partnership will need to be thought about and consid-
eration of whether multiple entities should hold the retained 
interest, particularly in light of the Securitisation Regulation’s 
definitions of, and requirements for, the “originator”, “sponsor” 
and “original lender”.  Similarly, restrictions might need to be 
placed around the ability of a partnership to replace its general 
partner.
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Financial Services Disputes

Fintech

Foreign Direct Investment Regimes 

Franchise

Gambling

Insurance & Reinsurance

International Arbitration

Investor-State Arbitration

Lending & Secured Finance

Litigation & Dispute Resolution

Merger Control

Mergers & Acquisitions

Mining Law

Oil & Gas Regulation

Outsourcing

Patents

Pharmaceutical Advertising

Private Client

Private Equity

Product Liability

Project Finance

Public Investment Funds

Public Procurement

Real Estate

Renewable Energy

Restructuring & Insolvency

Sanctions

Securitisation

Shipping Law

Telecoms, Media & Internet

Trade Marks

Vertical Agreements and Dominant Firms

Workplace Pensions
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